from (1) and hence conclude that {s n } is summable AB to L.
In case ||a n fc|| is row finite (that is, for each n there is an index k n such that a nk = 0 when k>k n ) the sums over p in (1) and (2) reduce to finite sums; hence we can again obtain (2) from (1) and show that if {s n }, bounded or not, is summable B to L, then {s n } is summable AB to L. Therefore if ||a n jfe|| is row finite,
ABDB.
In case \\a n k\\ is not row finite and {sk} is an unbounded sequence summable B to L, then the arguments which we used to justify obtaining (2) from (1) and concluding that {s n } is summable AB to L are void. Hence when ||a w jfc|| is not row finite, we are unable to prove as above that ABo B. This inability is fortunate for, as the example of the next section shows, there exist transformations A ' and B' (each of which is not only regular but satisfies in addition several conditions of importance in the theory of summability) and a sequence {sn } summable B r to 0 for which the passage from (1) to (2) with matrices jja n fc|| and ||&njfc||, respectively, are regular. The product matrix \\c n k\\ is easily computed, and the transformation A 'B' turns out to be 00
A'B':
The sequence {Sn } defined by s{ = 1 and the recursion formula Sn+i= -(2 n -l)sn , (w = l, 2, • • • ), is summable B' to 0 since substitution of s n ' for s n in B' gives r/ =0 for all ». But {sn } is not summable A'B'; in fact linu^l 2~*[l +3-2"*]^ [ = + oo , and the series giving co n ; in terms of 5^ therefore diverges for every n when ^ = 5^ .
Existence of the sequence {sn } summable B f but not summable A'B' implies that the convergence field of B' is not con- Our example illustrates the fact that, even thought and <B be regular and s{t) be summable <B, the formal inversion of order of integration to obtain
(3) a(x) = I <j a(x,a)b(a,t)da> s(t)dt
may be unjustified; and that, if oAfô denotes the kernel transformation (3), it may in fact fail to be true that c/f<B D <8.
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